
                                                                                             
 

Radiant Fund succeeds in acquiring a Solar PV portfolio for € 24 million 

London, June 4 2015 

Radiant Fund Sicav-Sif, today announced the closing of an acquisition in Italy of a Solar PV portfolio for a 
total of 10 MW for circa € 24 million through its sub-fund Radiant Clean Energy. 

Radiant Clean Energy, through the entirely owned subsidiary REI, has concluded the transaction in 
partnership with a Primary Private Equity American Infrastructure Fund.  

This transaction positively met Radiant's target returns and characteristics and, subsequently, a pipeline of 
investments in the Italian Solar PV market will follow in order to meet the circa € 400 million target that the 
Fund and its' partners have recently announced. Radiant operates with a conservative approach, with  no 
financial leverage and through a very strict industrial management approach. The Specialist Advisor, Green 
Arrow Capital, offers Radiant's investors a solid track record of over €2 Billion in recent years and the 
Teams' extensive capabilities in the sector. 

"We are very proud to have concluded this acquisition which confirms our ability to source and execute 
complex deals in this asset class, where knowledge and sector specific experience is an important value 
added. We have managed to achieve our goals, both in terms of returns and mitigation of risks, especially 
by funding the entire transaction in full equity as targeted. The collaboration with a Top Investment firm 
has, furthermore, given us the comfort that we are on the right path to provide investors with returns in 
line with their expectations. Green Arrow Capital once again confirms itself as an important specialist in this 
sector, with a strong pipeline of deals to execute in the next 12 months which will grant Radiant's success" 
commented Mr Eugenio de Blasio, Founder and Managing Partner of Green Arrow Capital. 

 Radiant Clean Energy Fund Sicav is managed by BGB Weston, a London based alternative investment 
management firm with over €.1 Billion of assets. The Fund has the objective of raising funds from 
Institutional Investors, Pension Funds and Family Offices. “We are happy to announce this closing, which 
represents the first in an important collaboration with Green Arrow Capital. Our fund targets 150MW 

Portfolio of assets in Italy, which currently presents a unique opportunity in the Photovoltaic sector”, 

commented Mr Lorenzo Gallucci, CEO of BGB Weston Ltd. 

Green Arrow Capital is a Specialist in the Renewables sector, with an extensive experience in Investments 
both in assets and energy efficiency that operates an a Global scale with strong local execution capacity. 
The multidisciplinary team of Partners has been operating in the sector for the past 10 years and has 
invested over €.2 billion. The founding members are Eugenio de Blasio, Board Member of AssoRinnovabili 
and former CEO of a number of listed Companies, and Daniele Camponeschi, founder and CIO of a Top 
European Independent Power Producer. Mr Alessandro Di Michele is the Group's CFO 

 

For further information, please contact: 

BGB Weston Limited, 29 Pall Mall, London. Tel. +44.20.7004.7290, email: info@bgbweston.com 


